Holiday Home Work : 23rd December 2017
Class: X A,B, &C
Sub: Social Science
Previous years question papers
Very short answer questions ( one mark)
1 . Why was the Haldia sea- port set up ?
2 .What is meant by ‘transparency’ ?
3. What is the meaning of concentration camps ?
4.Suppose your parents want to purchase Gold jewellery along with you, then which logo
will you look for on the jewellery ?
5 .Why was the Consumer Protection Act enacted by the Indian Parliament ?
6. How does money act as a medium of exchange ?
7 .Why do political parties involve partisanship ?
8. Why has the ‘National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council’ been set up
9.What is the guiding philosophy of Bharatiya Party ?
10.What is meant by trade barrier ?
11.How do minerals occur in sedimentary rocks ?
12.What is meant by double coincidence of wants ?
13. Who were called colons in Vietnam ?
14.Why should the use of cattle cake as fuel be discouraged ?
15.Why did India adopt multi-party system ?
16Why do MNCs set up their offices and factories in those regions where they get cheap
labour and other resources ?
17.If any damage is done to a consumer by a trader, under which consumer right one can
move to consumer court to get compensation .
18 .Why is the supervision of the functioning of formal sources of loans necessary ?
19.What was the main aim of the scholar revolt of 1868 ?
20 .How are ‘Gobar gas plants’ beneficial to the farmers ?
21.Prove with an argument that there is a great need to expand formal sources of credit in
rural India.
22 .Why has aluminum metal great importance ?
23 . Why are most of the poor households deprived from the formal sector of loans?
24.Where do minerals occur in igneous and metamorphic rocks.
25.Explain the meaning of transparency in democracy.
26. How is the maximum retail price printed on packets beneficial for you ?
27.Give an example of violation of consumer’s right to choose.
28.What is the meaning of ‘Begar’ ?
29. .Name the best variety of iron-ore found in India.
30. What is meant by Satyagraha ?
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